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Steady-state organization of binary mixtures by active impurities

Mads C. Sabra, Henriette Gilho” j, and Ole G. Mouritsen*
Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, Building 206, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

~Received 10 September 1997; revised manuscript received 20 January 1998!

The structural reorganization of a phase-separated binary mixture in the presence of an annealed dilution of
active impurities is studied by computer-simulation techniques via a simple two-dimensional lattice-gas model.
The impurities, each of which has two internal states with different affinity for the two species, become active
by an external driving of a transition between the two impurity states, leading to an energy flow from the
impurities into the binary mixture. In steady state, the drive is found to break down the phase-separated state
and lead to a new finite length scale controlled by the drive. The model can be extended to describe compart-
mentalization of biomembranes by active membrane-bound proteins.@S1063-651X~98!00809-5#

PACS number~s!: 87.22.Bt, 05.70.Ln, 64.60.Cn, 64.75.1g
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Phase-separation and spinodal decomposition process
multicomponent mixed systems serve to organize the m
tures in space and time. For example, after a quench
binary mixture from the disordered, fully mixed state to
temperature within the phase-coexistence region, the
components start separating. The separation proceeds
nonequilibrium, time-dependent domain pattern charac
ized by dynamical scaling invariance of the structure fac
and a length scale that usually diverges as a power law
time with an exponent whose value is determined by
conservation laws in effect@1#. Eventually, as the system
approaches equilibrium, the two components have separ
globally into two macroscopic, thermodynamic phases. T
spontaneous nonequilibrium organization of the binary s
tem at any given time is controlled by the excess free ene
of the interfaces bounding the domains. The question n
arises as to is how to avoid global separation and main
some small-scale equilibrium or steady-state organizatio
the mixture, e.g., microphase separation, that is character
by a finite length scale that does not change with time. S
an organization or compartmentalization of the binary m
ture can be obtained by stabilizing the interfaces, using so
suitable agent or process that lowers the interfacial free
ergy ~tension!. A well-known example is the use of surfac
active agents to stabilize emulsions of liquid mixtures, e
surfactants such as soaps and cosurfactants such as alc
in microemulsions of oil and water@2#, or block-copolymers
in immicible polymer blends@3#. Another possibility is to
couple a chemical reaction to the interface dynamics
stabilizes the interface and induces a new, finite length s
into the problem@4–12#.

In the present paper we shall consider a third possib
for a principle of compartmentalizing binary mixtures by i
troducing an annealed dilution of active impurities, whic
by internal conversions between different states induced
external energy sources, couple to the interface dynam
This coupling impedes the phase-separation process
leads to a steady-state structure characterized by a le
scale that is determined by the strength of the external dr
We shall study the properties of this steady state using
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simplest possible model, which is a two-dimensional lattic
gas model~Ising model with conserved order paramete!
with an annealed dilution of active site impurities. The stu
was inspired by the possible application of this principle
steady-state compartmentalization of biological membran
In these systems, the role of the active impurity is played
integral membrane proteins, which may change conform
tional state and hence change coupling to the lipid-bila
part of the membrane@13,14#, due to external fields, e.g
photons in the case of light-sensitive proteins.

The lattice-gas model in its simplest version is describ
by the spin-1/2 Ising Hamiltonian

H52
J

2 (
i PVL ,VP

(
j

NN

s is j , ~1!

where s i561. The second sum is restricted to run ov
nearest neighbors toi on a triangular lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. TheN sites of the lattice have bee
divided corresponding to two sets of indicesVL andVP . VL
labels the two major species, the actual type of the specie
site i in question being determined by the sign ofs i . In the
same way,VP labels the impurities, and the correspondi
values ofs i determine the internal states of the impuritie
The relation between the actual lattice sites and the divis
into the two sets is a dynamic one corresponding to an
nealed mixture. All interactions are described by a sin
positive interaction constantJ corresponding to ferromag
netic ~attractive! interactions. Hence, an impurity has an a
finity for the type of spin species to which its spin sta
corresponds. The concentrations of the two major spe
and the impurities are taken to be conserved. With th
definitions, Eq.~1! is nothing but a simple spin-1/2 Isin
model in which a fixed and identifiable set of the spin
called the impurities, is labeled to be prone to activity. It
only when the activity is turned on that the model is differe
from a conserved spin-1/2 Ising ferromagnet. In contras
many other studies of dilute and impure Ising models,
impurities in the present model is not spin-zero particl
Instead, they have the same spin states as the other s
only their dynamics is different as described below.

The dynamics of the system is controlled by neare
neighbor Kawasaki particle exchange between any part
pair ~spins or impurities! and the acceptance criterion for
:

3547 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3548 PRE 58SABRA, GILHO” J, AND MOURITSEN
move is given by the standard Monte Carlo Metropolis r
min$1,exp(2DH/kBT)%. For simplicity, all pair exchange
are taken to occur on the same time scalet0 (t051 in units
of Monte Carlo steps per lattice site!, i.e., the two major
species and the impurities have the same diffusion cons
The impurities are made active by subjecting them at rand
to an internal transitions i→2s i , using temperature
independent spin-flip dynamics that does not conserve
magnetization. This internal change, which can be imagi
to take place due to an external drive, occurs at a time s
t ~in units of t0). The strength of the drive can therefo
conveniently be described by a parameterG5t21. Because
each site of the lattice is coupled to the heat bath, there i
conservation of energy. Hence the dissipation of energy
the system takes place under isothermal conditions. This
realistic condition for, e.g., lipid-bilayer membranes in wa
to be discussed below, where the thermocouple between
ultrathin membrane and the water phase is very fast. In
limit where all spins are prone for internal conversions,
model reduces to one previously studied by Glotzer a
Coniglio @5#.

In order to avoid complications due to percolation, mo
of the calculations to be reported below have been done
noncritical mixtures, i.e., compositions of plus and min
spins different from 1:1. Specifically we have considered
mixture ratio of 7:3 at an impurity concentration of 20%
Other compositions have also been considered. A serie
different lattice sizes have been studied in order to as
finite-size effects. The system is driven into a steady state
allowing it to relax from the initial state, in the presence
the drive, to a state where its energy, magnetization,
length scale~to be defined below! no longer change in time
but only fluctuate around their steady-state values. In c
trast to the work by Glotzer and Coniglio@5#, here we have
focused only on the steady state and not the time evolutio
the system towards this state, e.g., subsequent to a the
quench. The steady-state value of a property is obtained
averaging over a large number of configurations~typically
105) characteristic of the steady state. The steady stat
independent of the initial state and the system propertie
the steady state are hence subject to self-averaging, in
trast to systems undergoing spinodal decomposition p
cesses.

Shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~f! is a selection of microconfigu
rations typical of a steady state for a number of differe
driving strengths at two different temperatureskBT/J51.5
and 3.0, which are well within the equilibrium coexisten
region. The figure shows qualitatively that in the presence
the drive, the equilibrium phase-separated state@Figs. 1~a!
and 1~d!# breaks up and a steady-state domain pattern, re
niscent of a finite-time nonequilibrium pattern during a sp
odal decomposition process, establishes itself on a len
scale that depends on the drive. The interfaces are m
rough at the higher temperature, due to the lower interfa
tension. The actual pattern is a dynamic one and it chan
and fluctuates persistently in the steady state. These cha
are faster the higher the temperature.

We have derived two independent quantitative measu
of the steady-state length scaleR(G). The first measure is
derived from the excess internal energyDE(G)5uE(T)
2E(G)u, whereE(T) is the equilibrium energy correspond
e
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ing to the globally phase-separated state andE(G) is the
energy in the steady state. Provided the width of the dom
interfaces is small compared to the actual size of the
mains,DE(G) is expected to scale as the total perimeter
the interfaces and hence to behave as a reciprocal le
scale DE(G);RE

21(G) @15#. The second measure of th
length scale that characterizes the domain pattern can be
tained as the average linear domain sizeRD calculated from
the domain-size distribution. The domain-size distributi
function in turn is calculated by direct evaluation of the d
main sizes in a large ensemble of configurations typica
the steady state. Shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! are , in a
double-logarithmic plot, the results forRE(G) and RD(G)
over a range of five orders of magnitude of the drive. Bo
data sets are seen to exhibit a systematic size depend
that is negligible for strong drives and significant for we
drives. For decreasing values ofG, a finite system contains
only a few domains, ultimately a single domain whose size
determined by the number of minority spins. For the larg
system size studied, both data sets seem to have converg
a well-defined limit, with the exception of the weake
drives. This limit varies the same way withG for bothRE(G)
andRD(G).

At low and intermediate values of the driveG&3
31021, RE(G) and RD(G) appear to display power-law
scaling which we shall return to below. At largeG there is a
flattening out of the curves and a slow crossover to a reg
of drives that are so fast that the mixture starts sensing o
an average state of the impurities. In the limitG→` ~not
studied here!, the driven impurities do not have time to di
fuse into the ordered domains and adapt to the domain st
ture before they flip again. Hence, as this limit is approach
the impurities have an increasing tendency to congregat
the domain interfaces. Eventually, a phase-separated sta
reestablished provided the impurity concentration is not
high and the temperature is sufficiently low. Therefore,
this limit the present model has a different behavior from
model studied by Glotzer and Coniglio@5# that has a disor-
dered phase forG→`.

Theoretical analyses based on a self-consistent versio
the Cahn-Hilliard equation for spinodal decomposition@5#,
appropriately modified to account for the suppression of
long-wavelength instability due to a chemical reaction in
binary system, have suggested that the time-depen
length scale varies asR(t);tpF(tG), whereF is a scaling
function with the propertyF(x);x2p for x@1, p is a ki-
netic exponent, andG plays the role of the rate of the chem
cal reaction. In the steady-state limitt→`, the length scale
R will then scale withG as a power law

R~G!;G2p. ~2!

The kinetic exponent is predicted for low rates to be equi
lent to the growth exponent of spinodal decompositionp
51/3, whereas there is a crossover top51/4 for high rates
@6,10#. These results were supported by numerical simu
tions of the modified Cahn-Hilliard equation@6,10#, whereas
Monte Carlo simulations by Glotzeret al. @4# on the reactive
binary mixture ~Ising-type! model found only p;0.20
20.25. A full molecular dynamics simulation on a reacti
Lennard-Jones mixture led to similarly low effective exp
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Snapshot of steady-state domain organization of systems with active impurities.~a!–~c! The lattice-gas model at a
composition 7:3 with 20% active impurities for different values of the driving strengthG50, 1024, and 1022 ~from left to right!. The
temperature iskBT/J51.5. The two species are indicated in red and green and impurities in the corresponding spin states are s
yellow and black, respectively.~d!–~f! Same as~a!–~c! at a temperaturekBT/J53. ~g! The lattice-gas model with 20% active impurities
a composition 1:1,kBT/J51.5, andG51023. ~h! Same as~f! with 10% active impurities.~i! The binary lipid membrane model a
composition 1:1 with 10.5%~surface coverage! active seven-site proteins at a driveG51023, and at a temperature inside the equilibriu
coexistence region. The two species are colored in red and green and the degree of coloring reflects the internal conformational o
acyl chains. Proteins are shown as yellow and black hexagons corresponding to the two internal protein states. The lattice size is i
1003100 with toroidal periodic boundary conditions. The simulation unit cell, which has edges along the canonical axes of the tr
lattice, is folded onto a rectangular shape in order to save space. The boundary conditions therefore appear as staggered in
direction.
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nent values@7#. The results in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! for R(G) in
the case of our binary mixture model with active impuritie
in which the drive plays a role equivalent to the chemi
reaction rate, support a power-law relation in an exten
region ofG and are consistent with a gradual crossover fr
an effective exponent value aroundp51/3 for weak drives to
a somewhat smaller value aroundp51/4 for stronger drives.
It is to be expected in the scaling regime that the mo
studied in the present paper should behave in the same
as the model studied by Glotzer and Coniglio@5# in which all
spins may be activated.

The scaling behavior is found to be fairly robust to t
,
l
d

l
ay

various parameters entering the model. Specifically, we h
found similar results for compositions 1:1 and 3:2. The sc
ing behavior is moreover insensitive to temperature as ill
trated in Fig. 2~c!, although the crossover regime seems
move down with temperature. Furthermore, we have fou
that Hamiltonians more complex than Eq.~1!, where specific
repulsive or attractive interactions are assumed between
impurities, lead to the same scaling behavior forR(G) as
shown in Fig. 2. However, the transient behavior and
actual domain size and morphology will depend on such
tails. An example is shown in Fig. 1~g! of a steady-state
pattern at a composition 1:1 where a very stringy and per
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3550 PRE 58SABRA, GILHO” J, AND MOURITSEN
lative labyrinthine pattern is seen to arise. The effect of lo
ering the impurity concentration is illustrated in Fig. 1~h!.

Having established numerically, in the simplest possi
setting, that an annealed dispersion of active impurities
lead to a steady-state spatial domain organization of a bin
mixture, we now indicate how this principle can be impl
mented and used within a model of a specific system, a
nary lipid-bilayer membrane incorporated with active tran
membrane amphiphilic proteins@16#. A convenient model
for a binary lipid-bilayer mixture is the ten-state lattice-g
model previously developed to describe the phase equili
in mixtures of lipids with different acyl-chain length
@17,18#. This model is formally a generalization of Eq.~1!.
The ten internal states and the associated degeneraci
each lipid species reflect the internal conformational sta
tics of long hydrocarbon chains. The interaction with integ
membrane proteins is formally taken into account using
so-called hydrophobic-matching principle@14#, which pa-
rametrizes the lipid-protein interaction in terms of a m
match between the hydrophobic thickness of the lipid bila
and the hydrophobic length of the protein. The prote
which is taken to have a hexagonal shape covering a num
of sites on the triangular lipid lattice, is assumed to have t
internal~conformational! states that are characterized by d
ferent values of the hydrophobic length. The two states of
protein, a ground state and an excited state, are furtherm
characterized by two energy levels and an energy gap.
basic dynamics of the model is taken to be similar to tha
the Ising model studied above. The proteins are activated

FIG. 2. Length-scale measures~a! RE(G) and~b! RD(G) for the
lattice-gas model with active impurities subject to a drive
strengthG at a temperaturekBT/J53. Data are shown for differen
systems sizes: 50350 (s), 1003100 (h), 1503150 (L), and
2003200 (n). The lower panel~c! shows data forRD(G) at a
lower temperaturekBT/J51.5 and for a system of size 1003100.
The solid lines have slopes 1/3 and 1/4 and are shown as guid
the eye. The dashed lines emphasize the systematics in the fi
size effects for weak drives.
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a time scalet; if the protein is in its ground state it will be
excited ~driven! to the excited state; if it is already in it
excited state it will decay with the Boltzmann probabili
involving the energy gap as well as the change of inter
tions with the neighboring lipids.

Simulations of the steady-state properties of this driv
membrane model have shown a behavior qualitatively si
lar to that described for the simple Ising model with acti
impurities. The results are described in a separate paper@16#.
Given in Fig. 1~i! is an example of a microconfiguration fo
a steady-state situation of a binary lipid mixture with
annealed dispersion of active trans-membrane proteins
ject to an external drive at conditions that in equilibriu
would correspond to a phase-separated state. Similarly to
simple Ising model with active impurities, the drive on th
proteins in the binary lipid mixture breaks down the mac
scopically phase-separated state and induces a domain s
ture, or compartmentalized lateral membrane organizat
characterized by a new length scale, which depends on
strength of the drive.

In conclusion, we have proposed a nonequilibrium mo
designed to describe the steady-state organization of m
component systems that are driven by input of energy fr
external sources via dissipation of energy into the mix
system through an annealed dispersion of active impurit
The models belong to the general class of driven diffus
systems@19# and are related to models with two thermod
namic temperatures as well as models where the orde
dynamics is coupled to chemical reactions. We have sho
that the drive introduces a new length scale and therefore
be used as means of compartmentalizing multicompon
systems that otherwise under equilibrium conditions wo
be subject to macroscopic phase separation. A related us
chemical reactivity to compartmentalize polymeric materi
was recently studied@8,9,12#. In contrast to these chemica
reaction systems or other systems in which the drive irrev
ibly produces interfacially active compounds, our mod
maintains the activity as a completely reversible process
the case of lipid-proteins systems, such a principle of stea
state compartmentalization may be of substantial inte
since it suggests a mechanism by which biological me
branes can set up the compartments needed to steer e
matic reactions on the membrane surface without having
cope with completely random diffusion of the reactants@20#.
Since membrane proteins couple to membrane curva
@21#, it would be of interest in this context to consider th
possible coupling between protein activity and membra
curvature and its associated elastic modulii@22# ~which we
have left out of the present simple modeling!. This could be
of importance for mixed systems due to the existence o
local coupling between phase separation and curva
@23,24# that will slow down the phase-separation process s
nificantly @25#. Not all integral membrane proteins exhib
activity that can be sensed by the lipids. An example of
important membrane protein that does is rhodopsin@26#,
whose internal transitions, related to the visual process in
retina, are influenced by the hydrophobic matching to
lipids in the membrane.

This work was supported by the Danish Natural Scien
Research Council and the Danish Technical Research C
cil. O.G.M. was supported by the Canadian Institute for A
vanced Research.
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